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Programme 8
8 March                   by Isobel Gamble

A whole variety of articles which are �joined�, illustrated with poetry e.g. holding hands, clothes fastenings, 
bridges, duck�s webbed feet, railway carriages, �joined-up� writing.

Poems
   Cobweb Morning (extract)

   On Monday morning
   We do spellings and maths
   And silent reading.
   But on the Monday
   After the frost
   We went straight outside.
   Cobwebs hung in the cold air,
   Everywhere.
   All around the playground,
   They clothed the trees,
   Dressed every bush
   In veils of Þ ne white lace.
   Each web,
   A wheel of patient spinning.
   Each spider,
   Hidden,
   Waiting.

     By June Crebbin

   Holding Hands

   Elephants walking
   Along the trails

   Are holding hands
   By holding tails.
   
   Trunks and tails
   Are handy things

   When elephants walk
   In circus rings

   Elephants work
   And elephants play

   And elephants walk
   And feel so gay
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   And when they walk �
   It never fails

   They�re holding hands
   By holding tails

     By Lenore M Link

   Kite

   A kite on the ground
   is just paper and string
   but up in the air
   it will dance and sing.

   A kite in the air
   will dance and will caper
   but back on the ground
   is just string and paper.

     Anon
   Gone

   I had it today
   For just an hour
   Then, tugged away
   By the wind�s power
   It sailed off free
   Above the crowd.
   High as a tree
   High as a cloud,
   High as the moon,
   High as the sun,
   My blue balloon
   Has gone, gone, gone.

     By Eric Finney

   The Holiday Train

   Here is the train!
   Here is the train!
   Let us get in!
   Let us get in!

   Where shall we sit?
   Where shall we sit?
   Where will we go?
   Where will we go?   
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   What does it say?
   What does it say?
   �Let us get on!�
   �Let us get on!�

   Look at the trees!
   Look at the trees!
   See all the cows!
   See all the cows!

   Isn�t it fun?
   Isn�t it fun?
   Going along!
   Going along!

   Hurrying on!
   Hurrying on!
   Nearly there!
   Nearly there!

   Look at the sea!
   Look at the sea!
   See all the ships!
   See all the ships!

   Here we go!
   Here we go!
   Out we get!
   Out we get!

    By Irene Thompson

   First Word

   The Þ rst word I said was �gaagaa,�
   Which was shortly followed by �goo,�
   And then I stuck them together
   To see what a sentence would do.

   My Mother was really impressed.
   She said, �Who�s a googoo booboo?�
   Quick as a ß ash I responded,
   
   �Oo-gaagaa agooagoo googoo.�
      
      By Steve Turner
   Banananana�..

   I thought I�d win the spelling bee
   And get right to the top,
   But I started to spell �banana,�
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   And I didn�t know when to stop!

                     By William Cole

Story

Jamie and his Grandma camp out at the bottom of her garden � and Þ nd lots of things which need to be 
�joined together�.

After the Programme

words for discussion:- cobweb; thread; reins; a criminal; linked together (a chain); a billy can.

-   Have a brainstorming session of all the things the children can think of that are joined 
    together.  Some mentioned in the programme � spider�s web; threads; lead for a dog; 
    reins for a horse or toddler; hand-cuffs, elephants linking trunks; a kite; balloon; a bridge;
    tractor and trailer or car and caravan; railway carriages; join the dots game; letters joined 
    to make words and sentences.
-   Here are some other suggestions, made by Isobel Gamble.  Holding hands; duck�s webbed
    feet; clothes fastenings; necklaces and bracelets and chains; fences � posts joined by wood;
    string of sausages; daisy chain; sticking things together � with glue, staples, sellotape,
    drawing pins, velcro etc., semi-detached houses, or a terrace of houses. 
-   Design a join-the-dots game.
-   Construct something joined together in as many different ways possible.
-   Story Comprehension.  How many things that were �joined together� in the story did the 
    children spot?  How were they joined?  i.e. 

• Grandma joined some old curtains together to make a tent by using sticky carpet tape.
• Ducks� webbed feet.
• Grandpa sent a message down the clothes line that was attached to the house.
• A mobile phone �attached� Jamie to his Dad.
• Grandma used semaphore (hand signals) to speak to Grandpa.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: explore stories, poems
    and songs, recreating parts of them in art, drama and other

expressive activities; listen and say poems; discuss features of language e.g. 
rhyming words.

Reading:   Pupils should develop the ability to: talk with the teacher about
    the ways in which language is written down, identifying 
    phrases, words, patterns of letters and other features of written
    language.

Writing:   Pupils should have opportunities: to write in a variety of 
    forms, including poetry and to express thoughts, feelings and
    imaginings.
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Science
Carrying Out and
Making:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: assemble and 

re-arrange materials; explore different ways of joining materials; develop 
manipulative skills using a range of materials and tools.   

Maths
Shape and Space:  Pupils should have opportunities to: make constructions, 
    pictures and patterns with 2D and 3D shapes.

Art and Design
Materials, Tools and
Processes:   Pupils should have opportunities to: make three dimensional
    structures by assembling, arranging and joining a variety
    of materials e.g. card, papers and found materials, and by joinin them with  
    glue or tape.

      

Cross-Curricular Links
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